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Superconductivity: a state of matter with zero 
                                  electrical resistivity

Heike Kamerlingh Onnes (1853-1926)
Superconductor repels magnetic field
Meissner and Ochsenfeld, Berlin 1933

Discovery 1911

Microscopic Theory for Superconductivity 1957

BCS Theory generally accepted in the early 1970s
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Fermions, Bosons, and Cooper Pairs



Superconductivity in the cuprates

• Progress has been made in numerous
areas relevant to applications

• Highest transition temperature (Tc) observed in a superconductor still at 150K
• No predictive power for Tc in known materials
• No predictive power for design of new SC materials
• No explanation for other unusual properties of 

cuprates (pseudogap, transport, ...)
• Only partial consensus on which materials aspects are 

essential for high-Tc superconductivity
• No controlled solution for proposed models
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The role of inhomogeneities 

a Underdoped

b As grown

20 meV 64 meV

Stripes in neutron scattering:
  Tranquada et al. ’95, 
  Mook et al., ’00, ...

Random SC gap
modulations in STM 
(BSCCO):
  Lang et al. ‘02

Charge ordered 
“checkerboard” state 
(Na doped cuprates):
  Hanaguri et al. ‘04

Random gap
modulations above Tc 
(BSCCO):
  Gomes et al. ‘07



From cuprate materials to the Hubbard model

La2CuO4 CuO2 plane

O

Cu

O-py

Cu-dx2-y2

O-px

La

Single band
2D Hubbard 
model

Holes form Zhang-Rice 
singlet states

Sr doping 
introduces 
“holes”



2D Hubbard model and its physics
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Formation of a magnetic moment 
when U is large enough

J = 4t2/Ut

Antiferromagnetic alignment of
neighboring moments 

Half filling: number of carriers = number of sites

1. When t >> U:
Model describes a metal with 
band width W=8t

W=8t
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2. When U >> 8t at half filling (not doped)
Model describes a “Mott Insulator” with antiferromagnetic ground state 
(as seen experimentally seen in undoped cuprates)
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Hubbard model for the cuprates
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Formation of a magnetic moment 
when U is large enough

J = 4t2/Ut

Antiferromagnetic alignment of
neighboring moments 

Half filling: number of carriers = number of sites

3. Parameter range relevant for superconducting cuprates

U≈8t 
Finite doping levels (0.05 – 0.25)

Typical values: U~10eV; t~0.9eV; J~0.2eV;         (0.1eV ~ 103 Kelvin)

No simple solution!
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The challenge: a (quantum) multi-scale problem

Superconductivity 
(macroscopic)

On-site Coulomb 
repulsion (~A)

N ~ 1023

complexity ~ 4N

Thurston et al. (1998)

Antiferromagnetic 
correlations / nano-scale 
gap fluctuations

Gomes et al. (2007)



Quantum cluster theories

Superconductivity 
(macroscopic)

Explicitly treat 
correlations within a 
localized cluster

Treat macroscopic 
scales within mean-
field

Coherently embed cluster into effective medium

On-site Coulomb 
repulsion (~A)

Maier et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. ’05

Thurston et al. (1998)

Antiferromagnetic correlations / 
nano-scale gap fluctuations

Gomes et al. (2007)



Systematic solution and analysis of the pairing 
mechanism in the 2D Hubbard Model

• First systematic solution demonstrates existence of a superconducting transition in 
2D Hubbard model

• Study the mechanism responsible for 
pairing in the model
- Analyze the particle-particle vertex

- Pairing is mediated by spin fluctuations
Maier, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 47005 (2006)

Maier,et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 237001 (2005)

‣ Spin fluctuation “Glue”



• Relative importance of resonant valence bond 
and spin-fluctuation mechanisms 
- Maier et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 237001 (2008)

• “We have a mammoth (U) and an elephant (J) in our refrigerator - do we care much if 
there is also a mouse?”
- P.W. Anderson, Science 316, 1705 (2007)
- see also www.sciencemag.org/cgi/eletters/316/5832/1705

“Scalapino is not a glue sniffer”

Moving toward a resolution of the debate over 
the pairing mechanism in the 2D Hubbard model

22 JUNE 2007 VOL 316 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org1706
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binding? The possibilities are either “dynamic
screening” or a mechanism suggested by
Pitaevskii (13) and by Brueckner et al. (14) of
putting the electron pairs in an anisotropic
wave function (such as a d-wave), which van-
ishes at the repulsive core of the Coulomb
interaction. In either case, the paired electrons
are seldom or never in the same place at the
same time. Dynamic screening is found
in conventional superconductors, and the
anisotropic wave functions are found in the
high-T

c
cuprates and many other unconven-

tional superconductors. 
In the case of dynamic screening, the

Coulomb interaction e2/r (where e is the elec-
tron charge and r is the distance between
charges) is suppressed by the dielectric con-
stant of other electrons and ions. The plasma
of other electrons damps away the long-range
1/r behavior and leaves a screened
core, e2 exp(–κr)/r (where κ is
the screening constant), that acts
instantaneously, for practical pur-
poses, and is still very repulsive.
By taking the Fourier transform of
the interaction in both space and
time, we obtain a potential energy
V, which is a function of frequency
ω and wavenumber q; the screened
Coulombic core, for instance,
transforms to V

s
= e2/(q2 + κ2) and

is independent of frequency. This
interaction must then be screened
by the dielectric constant ε

ph
be-

cause of polarization of the
phonons, leading to a final expres-
sion V = e2/[(q2 +κ2)ε

ph
(q, ω)]. This

dielectric constant is different from
1 only near the lower frequencies of the
phonons. It screens out much of the Coulomb
repulsion, but “overscreening” doesn’t hap-
pen: When we get to the very low frequency
of the energy gap, V is still repulsive.

Instead of accounting for the interaction
as a whole, the Eliashberg picture treats only
the phonon contribution formally, replacing
the high-frequency part of the potential with a
single parameter. But the dielectric descrip-
tion more completely clarifies the physics,
and in particular it brings out the limitations
on the magnitude of the interaction. That is, it
makes clear that the attractive phonon inter-
action, characterized by a dimensionless
parameter λ, may never be much bigger,
and is normally smaller, than the screened
Coulomb repulsion, characterized by a
parameter µ (11). The net interaction is thus
repulsive even in the phonon case. 

How then do we ever get bound pairs, if the
interaction is never attractive? This occurs
because of the difference in frequency scales

of the two pieces of the interaction. The two
electrons about to form a pair can avoid each
other (and thus weaken the repulsion) by mod-
ifying the high-energy parts of their relative
wave function; thus, at the low energies of
phonons, the effective repulsive potential
becomes weaker. In language that became
familiar in the days of quantum electrodynam-
ics, we can say that the repulsive parameter µ
can be renormalized to an effective potential
or “pseudopotential” µ*. The effective inter-
action is then –(λ – µ*), which is less than
zero, hence attractive and pair-forming. One
could say that superconductivity results from
the bosonic interaction via phonons; but it is
equally valid to say instead that it results
from the renormalization that gives us the
pseudopotential µ* rather than µ. This does
not appear in an Eliashberg analysis; it is just

the type of correction ignored in this analysis. 
The above is an instructive example to

show that the Eliashberg theory is by no
means a formalism that universally demon-
strates the nature of the pairing interaction; it
is merely a convenient effective theory of any
portion of the interaction that comes from
low-frequency bosons. There is no reason to
believe that this framework is appropriate to
describe a system where the pairing depends
on entirely different physics. 

Such a system occurs in the cuprate super-
conductors. The key difference from the clas-
sic superconductors, which are polyelectronic
metals, is that the relevant electrons are in a
single antibonding band that may be built up
from linear sums of local functions of x2-y2

symmetry, with a band energy that is bounded
at both high and low energies. In such a band
the ladder-sum renormalization of the local
Coulomb repulsion, leading to the pseudopo-
tential µ*, simply does not work, because the
interaction is bigger than the energy width of

the band. This is why the Hubbard repulsion U
between two electrons on the same atom
(which is the number we use in this case to
characterize the repulsion) is all-important in
this band. This fact is confirmed by the Mott
insulator character of the undoped cuprate,
which is an antiferromagnetic insulator with a
gap of 2 eV, giving us a lower limit for U. 

But effects of U are not at all confined to
the cuprates with small doping. In low-energy
wave functions of the doped system, the elec-
trons simply avoid being on the same site. As
a consequence, the electrons scatter each
other very strongly (15) and most of the broad
structure in the electrons’ energy distribution
functions (as measured by angle-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy) is caused by U.
This structure may naïvely be described by
coupling to a broad spectrum of bosonic
modes (4), but they don’t help with pair bind-
ing. U is a simple particle-particle interaction
with no low-frequency dynamics. 

A second consequence of U is the appear-
ance of a large antiferromagnetic exchange
coupling J, which attracts electrons of oppo-
site spins to be on neighboring sites. This is
the result of states of very high energy, and
the corresponding interaction has only high-
frequency dynamics, so it is unrelated to a
“glue.” There is a common misapprehension
that it has some relation to low-frequency
spin fluctuations (16, 17), but that is incor-
rect, as low-frequency spin interactions
between band electrons are rigorously ferro-
magnetic in sign. One can hardly deny the
presence of J given that it has so many exper-
imental consequences. 

In order to avoid the repulsive potential
these systems are described by the alternative
Pitaevskii-Brueckner-Anderson scheme with
pairing orthogonal to the local potential. Two
such pairings exist, d-wave and “extended s-
wave,” but only one appears as a supercon-
ducting gap; the extended s-wave is unsuitable
for a gap and acts as a conventional self-
energy (18). The specific feature of the low-
dimensional square copper lattice that is
uniquely favorable to high T

c
is the existence

of the two independent channels for pairing
(18). Because of the large magnitude of J, the
pairing can be very strong, but only a fraction
of this pairing energy shows up as a supercon-
ducting T

c
, for various rather complicated but

well-understood reasons. 
The crucial point is that there are two

very strong interactions, U (>2 eV) and J
(~0.12 eV), that we know are present in the
cuprates, both a priori and because of incon-
trovertible experimental evidence. Neither is
properly described by a bosonic glue, and
between the two it is easy to account for the

“We have a mammoth and an elephant in our refrigerator—
do we care much if there is also a mouse?”

Published by AAAS
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Fraction of superconducting gap arising from frequencies ≤ Ω

Both retarded spin-fluctuations and non-
retarded exchange interaction J con-
tribute to the pairing interaction

Dominant contribution comes 
from spin-fluctuations!

http://www.science
http://www.science


Green’s functions in quantum many-body theory

H0 =

[

−
1

2
∇

2 + V (!r)

]

[

i
∂

∂t
− H0

]

G0("r, t,"r′, t′) = δ("r − "r′)δ(t − t)

z
±

= ω ± iε G±
0

(!r, z) =
[

z± − H0

]−1

Noninteracting Hamiltonian &

                     Green’s function

Fourier transform & analytic continuation:

niσ = c
†
iσ

ciσ

Gσ(ri, τ ; rj , τ
′) = −

〈

T ciσ(τ)c†jσ(τ ′)
〉

ciσcjσ′ + cjσ′ciσ = 0

ciσc
†
jσ′ + c

†
jσ′ciσ = δijδσσ′

G0(k, z) = [z − ε0(k)]−1

Hubbard Hamiltonian

Hide symmetry in algebraic properties of field operators

Green’s function

Spectral representation

G(k, z) = [z − ε0(k) − Σ(k, z)]−1

H = −t
∑

<ij>,σ

c
†
iσcjσ + U

∑

i

ni↑ni↓



Sketch of the Dynamical Cluster Approximation

Bulk lattice

Size Nc clusters Reciprocal space

kx

ky

K

k
~

Integrate out remaining 
degrees of freedom

Embedded cluster with 
periodic boundary conditions

DCA

K

Solve many-body problem with quantum Monte Carole on cluster
➣Essential assumption: Correlations are short ranged

Σ(z, k)

Σ(z, K)



DCA cluster 
mapping

Quantum cluster
solver

DCA method: self-consistently determine the
                        “effective” medium

Gc(R, z)

Σ(K, z) = G′−1

0
− G−1

c
(K, z)

Gc(K, z)

kx

ky

K

k
~

G′

0(R, z)

G′

0(K, z) =
[

Ḡ−1(K, z) +Σ( K, z)
]−1

Ḡ(K, z) =
Nc

N

∑

K+k̃

[

z − ε0(K + k̃) − Σ(K, z)
]

−1

K



Structure of DCA++ code: generic programming

Symmetry
Package

PSIMAG

JSON

Parser

DCA++ Category Number Lines of Code
Functions 23 170
Operators 29 562
Generic Classes 171 23,185
Regular Classes 34 2,005
Total 25,922

PsiMag Implementation philosophy:
Consider PsiMag as a systematic extension to the C++ Standard Template Library 
(STL) using as much as possible the generic programming paradigm



Hirsch-Fye Quantum Monte Carole (HF-QMC) for 
the quantum cluster solver

Partition function & HF-QMC:

Partition function & Metropolis Monte Carlo Z =

∫
e
−E[x]/kBT

dx

Acceptance criterion for M-MC move: min{1, e
E[xk]−E[xk+1]}

Acceptance:

Update of accepted Green’s function:
Gc({si, l}k+1) = Gc({si, l}k) + ak × bk

Z ∼

∑

si,l

det[Gc(si, l)
−1]

min{1,det[Gc({si, l}k)]/det[Gc({si, l}k+1)]}

Hirsch & Fye, Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 2521 (1998)

matrix of dimensions Nt × Nt

Nc Nl ≈ 10
2

Nt = Nc × Nl ≈ 2000



HF-QMC with Delayed updates (or Ed updates)

Gc({si, l}k+1) = Gc({si, l}0) + [a0|a1|...|ak] × [b0|b1|...|bk]t

Gc({si, l}k+1) = Gc({si, l}k) + ak × b
t
k

Complexity for k updates remains O(kN
2

t
)

But we can replace k rank-1 updates with one matrix-matrix multiply plus 
some additional bookkeeping.



Performance improvement with delayed updates
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128 streaming processors
350 usable GFlop/s at 575 MHz
100 GB/s internal memory bandwidth
CUDA runtime API
cuBLAS (single precision)

MultiCore/GPU/Cell: threaded programming

Multi-core processors: OpenMP (or just MPI)

NVIDIA G80 GPU: CUDA, cuBLAS

IBM Cell BE: SIMD, threaded prog.



GPU Programming Concepts
• “Streaming”

– input and output arrays differ

• Data Parallel (SIMD)

– same code, many times

• Threads to Hide Latency

– ~105
  threads in flight at once

• Gather Semantics

– Required for good performance



System layout for GPU

GDDR3 DRAM at 2GHz (eff)

GPU

Northbridge
PCIe x16 slot

PCIe x16 slot

CPU

DRAM

PC
I-E

xp
re

ss
 b

us

FSB
Speedup of HF-QMC updates (2GHz Opteron vs. NVIDIA 8800GTS GPU):
- 9x for offloading BLAS to GPU & transferring all data
  (completely transparent to application code)
- 13x for offloading BLAS to GPU & lazy data transfer
- 19x for full offload HF-updates & full lazy data transfer



DCA++ with mixed precision

DCA cluster 
mapping

HF‐QMC cluster
solver

Run HF-QMC in single precision

Keep the rest of the code, in particular 
cluster mapping in double precision



DCA++ with mixed precision

SUBMITTED TO SUPERCOMPUTING 2008 

  

 Therefor, to study the accuracy on GPUs, we must compare the results between the CPU precision runs with 

the GPU-accelerated full DCA++ code. (The porting and acceleration is described in detail in the next section.) To 

answer this question, we turn now to the final result calculated for the critical temperature Tc. Because of the way in 

which it is calculated from the leading eigenvalues for each sequence of runs, this value may vary wildly based on 

small changes in the eigenvalues, and is thus a sensitive measure. 

The final values for Tc are shown in Figure 6 for four each of 

CPU double, CPU single, and GPU single precision runs. As seen in 

the figure, the mean across runs was comparable between each of the 

various precisions on the devices – and certainly well within the 

variation within any given configuration. Although it will require 

more data to increase the confidence of this assessment, the GPU runs 

had a standard error in their mean Tc of less than 0.0008 relative to 

the double precision mean Tc (which is within 0.05x of the standard 

deviation of the double precision runs). 

5 Performance 

5.1 Initial Acceleration of QMC Update Step 
Initial profiles of the DCA++ code revealed that on large problems, the vast majority of total runtime (90% or 

more) was spent within the QMC update step. Furthermore, within the QMC update step, the runtime was 

completely dominated by the matrix-matrix multiply that occurs in the Hirsch-Fye solver when updating the Green’s 

function at the end of the batched smaller steps. (See Section 3.1 for details.) This leads to an obvious initial target 

for acceleration: the matrix-matrix multiply, along with its accumulation into the Green’s function, is performed in 

the CPU code with a BLAS level 3 DGEMM operation for double precision (and SGEMM for single precision). 

The CUDA API from NVIDIA does have support for BLAS calls (only single precision at the time of this 

writing). Unfortunately, it is not a literal drop-in replacement – although one could wrap this “CUBLAS” API to 

attempt this route, there will be overheads incurred by being naïve about using the GPU in this way. Since the GPU 

hangs off the PCI-Express bus, and has its own local memory, using the GPU as a simple accelerator for the BLAS 

function calls would require allocation of GPU-local memory for matrix inputs, transfer of the matrices to the GPU, 

0.016
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0.018
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0.020

0.021

T
c

Double Precision
CPU Single Precision
GPU Single Precision
Mean

 
Figure 6: Comparison of Tc results 
across precision and device 

Double Precision
CPU Mixed Precision
GPU Mixed Precision
Mean

DCA cluster 
mapping

HF‐QMC cluster
solver

Run HF-QMC in single precision

Keep the rest of the code, in particular 
cluster mapping in double precision

Multiple runs to compute Tc:



Performance improvement with delayed and 
mixed precision updates
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Disorder and inhomogeneities 

DCA cluster 
mapping

QMC cluster
solver

random walkers

...

.

..

disorder
configura=ons

required
communica=on

H
(ν)

= −t
∑

〈ij〉,σ

c
†
iσcjσ +

∑

i

U
(ν)
i ni↑ni↓ Gc(Xi − Xj , z) =

1

Nc

Nd∑

ν=1

Gν
c (Xi, Xj , z)

U
(ν)
i

∈ {U, 0};Nc = 16 → Nd = 216

Hubbard Model with random disorder (eg. in U) ... need to disorder-average cluster Green function

The diagonal entries of the Green’s function matrix are then
obtained from ak = αk(colk − epk), bk = rowk and

dk+1(p) = Gk+1(p, p) = dk(p)+ak(p)bk(p), for p = 1 : Nt.
(18)

The computational complexity of calculating the transition
probability R in this delayed algorithm is thus reduced to
O(kNt) from O(N2

t ) if the updating of the Green’s function
is delayed by k steps. This also means that occasional Green’s
function matrix updates are required so that the complexity of
the delayed algorithm does not exceed the complexity of the
ordinary algorithm. The Green’s function update is performed
as a rank-k update (BLAS xGEMM matrix-matrix multiply
operation) according to

Gk+1 = G0 + [a0|a1| · · · |ak] [b0|b1| · · · |bk]t . (19)

As in the original algorithm, this requires O(kN2
t ) operations.

There is a small amount of redundant computation in updating
the diagonal vector d that is not required in the non-delayed
algorithm; however, the matrix-matrix multiply operation has
many more FLOPs per memory access than the rank-one
matrix update of the original algorithm, and therefore performs
much better on most architectures (more details will be given
in section IV-A and in Figure 5).

As is usual in Monte Carlo simulations, measurements
of physical quantities such as the cluster Green function
G(ν)

c (Xi − Xj , z) or two-particle correlation functions, are
performed along the Markov chain. Several update sweeps are
performed between measurements to ensure that the measure-
ments are fully decorrelated.

Algorithm 1 DCA/QMC Algorithm with QMC cluster solver
(lines 5-10), disorder averaging (lines 4, 11-12), and DCA
cluster mapping (line 3, 13)

1: Set initial self-energy
2: repeat
3: Compute the coarse-grained Green Function
4: for Every disorder configuration (in parallel) do
5: Perform warm-up steps
6: for Every Markov chain (in parallel) do
7: Update auxiliary fields
8: Measure Green Function and observables
9: end for

10: Accumulate measurements over Markov chains
11: end for
12: Accumulate measurements over disorder configurations.
13: Re-compute the self-energy
14: until self consistency is reached

The main parts in the simulation sequence of the HF-
QMC can be summarized as follows: during the “warm-
up” or thermalization phase of the calculations, only Monte
Carlo moves with updates of the Green function are per-
formed until the HS field configurations are thermalized.
Measurements should not be performed during this phase,
as the auto-correlation time is very long and one would not
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Fig. 2. The DCA self-consistency loop that has to be iterated consists of
two essential parts. The Cluster mapping in which the new self-energy (using
Eq. (9) for all but the first iteration), the coarse grained Green function in
Eq. (6) and the cluster excluded Green function in Eq. (7) are computed.
In the present case, the quantum cluster solver implements the HF-QMC
algorithm with delayed updates (section II-C). Between these two steps the
Green’s functions are lattice Fourier transformed. The top level parallelization
is over disorder configurations. For every disorder configuration we run one
cluster solver that itself is parallelized over Markov chains. The two red circles
indicate points where communications occurs. At the end of every cluster
solver, the measured Green’s function and charge susceptibility have to be
accumulated for every disorder configuration. At the beginning of every cluster
mapping step, the Green’s function and charge susceptibility are averaged over
all configurations.

measure independent samples. This phase typically lasts for
approximately 50 sweeps though the space-time lattice. The
“measurement” phase of the calculations consists of Monte
Carlo moves and updates as well as measurements that are
typically performed every two, four, or eight sweeps depending
on the simulated temperature (larger numbers of sweeps are
needed for lower temperatures as the auto-correlation time is
longer when the temperature is reduced). The HF-QMC with
delayed updates is executed for every disorder configuration.
Averaging over disorder configurations leads to the cluster
Green function of a given DCA iteration, from which the self-
energy is recomputed. The DCA loop is iterated until the self-
energy is converged (see depiction in Figure 2 and algorithm
template 1).

III. SIMULATION RESULTS: DISORDER EFFECT ON THE
SUPERCONDUCTING TRANSITION TEMPERATURE Tc

In the present simulations we are interested in a transition
to a superconducting state with d-wave symmetry. The order



DCA++ code from a concurrency point of view

DCA cluster 
mapping

QMC cluster
solver

random walkers

...

.

..

disorder
configura=ons

pthread / CUDA

MPI AllReduce
MPI Broadcast

MPI AllReduce

Problem of interest: 
                 ~102 - 103 disorder 
                         configurations

up to 103 Markov 
                 chains

Shared memory or data parallel model

Distributed memory model



DCA++: strong scaling on HF-QMC

Gc
(i)

Warm up Sample QMC time

Measurement ! zgemm

Updates ! cgemm

DCA cluster 
mapping

QMC cluster
solver

random walkers

...



Weak scaling on Cray XT4
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• HF-QMC: 122 Markov chains on 122 cores

• Weak scaling over disorder configurations

cores @ 2.1 GHz

17,812 cores @ 2.3 GHz

31,232 cores @ 2.1 GHz +
17,812 cores @ 2.3 GHz =
49,044-core chimera
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Cray XT5 portion of Jaguar @ NCCS

Peak: 1.382 TF/s
Quad-Core AMD 
Freq.: 2.3 GHz
150,176 cores
Memory: 300 TB
For more details, go to 
www.nccs.gov



Weak scaling on Cray XT4/XT5
(with buggy use of MPI AllReduce

• HF-QMC: 122 Markov chains on 122 cores

• Weak scaling over disorder configurations
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2.1 GHz XT4 (jaguar)

2.3 GHz XT4 (jaguar)

2.3 GHz XT4 (kraken)

2.3 GHz XT5



DCA++ code from a concurrency point of view

DCA cluster 
mapping

QMC cluster
solver

random walkers

...

.

..

disorder
configura=ons

pthread / CUDA

MPI AllReduce
MPI Broadcast

MPI AllReduce

Problem of interest: 
                 ~102 - 103 disorder 
                         configurations

up to 103 Markov 
                 chains

update completing 
sub-communicator 
over disorder ...



Sustained performance of DCA++ on Cray XT5

51.9% efficiency

Weak scaling with number disorder configurations, each running on 128 Markov chains on 
128 cores (16 nodes) - 16 site cluster and 150 time slides



Cray XT3
Single-core

26 TF

Enhancement of simulation capability since 2003

2004

2006

2007

2008

2009

2011

2015

2018

Cray XT4
119 TF

Cray XT3 
Dual-core

54 TF

Cray XT4 Quad-
core

263 TF
62 TB, 1 PB

Cray X1
3 TF

Cray XT5
8-core, dual-socket 

SMP 
1.4 PF

300 TB, 10 PB

2005

Cray X1e
18.5 TF

QMC/DCA
~ 1 TF

QMC/DCA 
~ 6 TF

QMC/DCA 
~ 25 TF

DCA++ kernel (sgl.) sustains ~ 260 TF
DCA++ (mix.) sustains 1,350 TF

HF-QMC with Delayed updates

DCA++ (dbl.)
~ 140 TF

GPU work motivates mixed 
precision QMC/DCA

“Discover” Bets-clusters - Hubbard model has superconducting transition 

Pairing mechanism in 2D Hubbard model

Effects of disorder in Hubbard model



From sustained gigaflop/s to teraflop/s to 
petaflop/s and beyond 

1989 1998 2008

1.02 Teraflop/s
Cray T3E
1.5 103 processors

1.35 Petaflop/s
Cray XT5
1.5 105 processor cores

Evolution of the fastest sustained performance
in real simulations

1.3 Gigaflop/s
Cray YMP
8 processors

2018

~1 Exaflop/s 
~107 processing units

?

One of seven Gigaflop
Award winners in 1989

First sustained TFlop/s 
Gordon Bell Prize 1998

First sustained PFlop/s 
Gordon Bell Prize 2008



Thomas Maier
Paul Kent
T Schulthess
Gonzalo Alvarez
Mike Summers
Ed D’Azevedo
Jeremy Meredith
Markus Eisenbach
Don Maxwell
Jeff Larkin
John Levesque

DCA++ Story: team*, collaborators, 
resources, and funding

D. Scalapino
M. Jarrell
J. Vetter

Trey White
staff at NCCS & Cray

& many others
Computing resources:

NCCS @ ORNL
Funding:

ORNL-LDRD,
DOE-ASCR, 

DOE-BES

Physics

Application software

Comp. mathematics

Computer Science

Computer Center

Hardware vendor

*names order according to background



Questions / Comments?


